THE CREATIVE MUSEUM PROJECT

BUILDING A CREATIVE
MUSEUM TOGETHER

THU6JULY17
1.00-6.00pm
Gadagne Museums
1 place du petit Collège
69005 Lyon, France
www.gadagne.musees.lyon.fr

PROGRAMME

1.00-1.45pm

Free visit of the Gadagne Museums

2.00-2.15pm

Digital innovation..? Why? How? For who? Be involved
across all areas of the museum. Xavier de la Selle

2.15-3.00pm

Presentation of the Creative Museum project: method
and results. Cécile Marsan, Jo-Anne Sunderland Bowe
and Jenny Siung

3.00-3.30pm

What has changed in museums? A look back to the last
10 years of experience in museums, with museums,
and around museums. Don Undeen, Samuel Bausson

3.30-5.15pm

Workshop sessions

5.15-6.00pm

Feedback from the workshops and conclusions

6.00-8.00pm

Aperomix

ABOUT THE EVENT
The Creative Museum project1 is an Erasmus+ funded project – it sees
museums as dynamic learning environments providing opportunities
for staff and visitors to explore and repurpose collections in new and
creative ways.
Based on the outcomes of the project to-date, this practical half-day
conference looks at some of the recommended ingredients for building
a ‘creative museum’ and is open to anyone who wants to explore
innovative and experimental ways in museums.
International speakers will suggest new methodologies and share
ideas on how to transform museums into cooperative working spaces.
They will sugget expertise on the following : how to make connections
between museums and communities; how to transform audiences
into active agents in the museum and how to make a museum into a
‘Space for Yes’. Practical tools are on offer and aim to help attendees
find a ‘Strategy for Success’ in their practice.
In addition to some great keynote speakers, the conference includes
a choice of participative workshops which are designed to encourage
active involvement from all participants, so come and share your own
experiences and thoughts. The event will be followed by networking
opportunities and drinks otherwise known as an ‘Aperomix’.

The format is: 7 workshops, 7 questions, 7 tables,
7 table hosts with a lot of discussion and ideas
generation. Each workshop will be facilitated in
French and in English.
1

http://creative-museum.net
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WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOP #1
Museums and communities: What are the conditions
for sustainable cooperation?
Table hosts
Workshop

Jenny Siung (EN) + interpreter (FR/EN)
Connecting to communities means above all to cooperate. Cooperation
can be a vehicle for museums to open up, develop new audiences,
create new relationships with its audience, explore new ideas and
benefit from new perspectives.
How do you find and identify the communities you want work with?
How do you successfully engage them in your museum? In this
facilitated discussion you will explore some of the tips for creating
successful cooperation with your communities.

WORKSHOP #2
Museums and innovation:
Accelerate or slow down?
Table host

Damien Huyghe (FR/EN)

Workshop

Does innovation automatically mean to keep up with new technologies?
Find out how to find your own rhythm/speed in the digital age.
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WORKSHOP #3
Museums: places of collective thought
and agent for social innovation
Table host

Samuel Bausson (FR/EN)

Workshop

How do museums engage with visitors to become contributors?
In this workshop you will discover how to make a museum more
participative.
What is the motivation for the museum? Learn how to share
knowledge and experiences between professionals and audiences.

WORKSHOP #4
Museum and locality...
Go back to your roots
Table host

Cécile Marsan (FR/EN)

Workshop

How can a museum connect with its local area and its local
community?
In this workshop you will explore the manifesto of the SLOLC Museum:
Small, Local, Open, Linked and Connected and discuss the benefits of
putting the region at the heart of your museum’s work.
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WORKSHOP #5
‘Spaces for Yes: what if we created a ‘space for
possibilities’ at the Gadagne Museums?
Table hosts
Workshop

Don Undeen (EN) + Noémie Lemaire (FR/EN)
In this workshop, rethink the role of the museum, invent new ways
of working or operating that allow innovation and risk-taking whilst
respecting the institutional objectives and missions. Discover how
museums create ‘contexts of adjacent museums’, often referred to as
‘laboratories’, ‘incubators’ or ‘creative spaces’. They are parts of the
museum where expectations are different, consequences of failure are
minimised or reversed, and decisions can be made quickly.
What if we created a ‘space for possibilities’ at the Gadagne Museums?

WORKSHOP #6
‘Strategies for Success’:
What are the new ways of working?
Table hosts
Workshop

Jo-Anne Sunderland Bowe (EN) + interpreter (EN/FR)
Museums seek to reinvent themselves by implementing more
innovative methodologies and practices. New trends encourage
museum organisations to combine political top-down approaches with
initiatives that challenge museum organisations to question their
relationships with artists, researchers, communities and audiences. In
this workshop you will examine what you want to change at heart in
your museum, how you can facilitate those changes. Discover some
helpful tools for innovative museums.
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WORKSHOP #7
‘Carte Blanche’ and possible spaces
for Gadagne Museums
Table hosts
Workshop

Alina Sorokina (FR/EN) + Laetitia Mirtain
How can you bring a beautiful Renaissance building which houses
a puppetry museum and the history museum of Lyon closer to the
local population? How can we rethink the museum for a 21st century
audience? In this workshop we give you ‘carte blanche’ to remix the
Gadagne Museums around the following subjects:
- Musée des arts de la marionnette (puppetry museum):
invent it, desire it and love it
- Musée d’histoire de Lyon (history museum): what is there?
What are we living there?
- Édifice Renaissance de Gadagne (Renaissance building):
1st masterpiece of the collection!
- What type of small-scale city model to better understand the
city’s history and evolution?
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BIOGRAPHIES

Cécile Marsan

Cécile is in charge of European cooperation projects at Cap
Sciences, science centre, Bordeaux France. She is coordinating
the Creative Museum, a 3-years European project which explores
new ways of interaction between museums and their communities
and audiences through creative experiences using innovative
tools. Cécile works for Cap Sciences 127°creative lab, an in-house
programme for young people dedicated to experimentation and
creativity.

Juliette Giraud

Alongside her experiences in museums and local authorities
in France, Juliette has developed a consulting business on
development of cultural projects. She helps defining projects,
setting up action plans, identifying potential resources and
contributes to their acquisition, organises and accompanies the
realisation, communicates and gathers project stakeholders and
their audiences. She assists Museomix since 2012 in coordination
and project management and advices concerning development
strategy and community management.

Noémie Lemaire

Noémie is a service designer at Cap Sciences. Her main activity
is designing museum experiences for the public: finding ways to
make contents come to life. She is also in charge of the Living
Lab, an in-house laboratory mainly oriented toward user-centered
research.

Don Undeen

Founding and Senior Manager of the MediaLab at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Don is currently an independent consultant based
in Washington DC, and involved in a range of initiatives that
connect the vision of the arts to the practical needs of business
and social entrepreneurship. Don is the Manager of the new
Maker Hub at Georgetown University. He serves on the board of
advisors for New Media consultancy Hyphen Hub, which connects
new media artists to the technology industry. He is the chair of
the Vatican Art & Technology Council’s Creative Lab Committee,
which is building an innovation space devoted to the message of
Pope Francis. He also serves as an expert advisor to the European
Erasmus+ funded Creative Museum project.
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Jenny Siung

Jo-Anne
Sunderland Bowe

Jenny is Head of Education in the Chester Beatty Library, Dublin,
Ireland. She has developed the first intercultural learning
programme in an Irish museum. Her work involves engaging with
the Islamic, Asian, North African and European collections of the
Library, devising creative and innovative programmes including
intercultural projects for schools, cultural festivals, and creating
links with local multi-ethnic communities and creatives. She is
one of the Project Coordinators for the Creative Museum project.

Jo-Anne is Director and Consultant for Heritec Limited. Heritec
provides consultancy services to the heritage sector, focusing on
creative and innovative programming and public engagement as
well as audience research, evaluation and training. Jo-Anne has
worked as a consultant on various creative learning, evaluation
and training projects. These projects have covered a range of
remits and diverse audiences including families, adults, school-age
children in the interpretation of and engagement in objects and
collections. She is one of the Project Coordinators for the Creative
Museum project.

Alina Sorokina

Damien Huyghe

Alina has carried out dozens of audiovisual and multimedia
guiding tours for French museums and tourist attractions, then
joined the Museomix community in 2014. She’s been exploring and
questioning the place and role of new technologies in museums as
a member and coordinator of the Museomix Auvergne RhôneAlpes community since then. Today she is also in charge of
digitalisation related projects in higher education within the Lyon
University.

Damien is ergonomist and co-founder of Idenea Ergonomie.
Coming from computer science, he switched his course of studies
to ergonomics in 1994, since then he doesn’t stop. He loves
writing, jumping in night clubs (still ;)) and taking sideways. Since
2000, he is focusing on projects on humans: making user friendly
interfaces and products, adapting organisations to humans needs
and health, integrating sustainability in overall goals. Share, try,
experience, take time and use variation of speed in projects...
comes for us as a natural path through innovation. Meeting
people from different jobs, countries and cultures is a very
important way to meet surprise and emotions.
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Xavier de la Selle

Xavier is the director of the Gadagne Museums, museum of
printing and graphic communication and the Malartre museum
- the automobile museum of Lyon. In 2007, he took over as
director of the Rize, implementing a cultural program around
contemporary city themes, memories of immigration and working
cultures. He is a member of the scientific council of the National
Heritage Institute and of the orientation council of the national
museum of the history of immigration.

Samuel Bausson

Samuel is responsible for digital projects and public participation
in Les Champs Libres, and the co-founder of Museomix. His
vision: a museum of experiences where you can touch, relax, remix
contents, make your own science and art projects, share ideas,
co-create new types of museum experiences and exhibitions; a
museum that has become an open platform, online and onsite, for
creative communities of users.

Laetitia Mirtain

Laetitia is both head of the Department of visitors and in charge
of the annual event programme of the Gadagne Museums. She
sets up and boosts the museum policy regarding visitors as well
as cultural actions for both sites forming the Gadagne Museums:
the musée d’histoire de Lyon (history museum) and the musée
des arts de la marionnette (puppetry museum). She manages a
fourteen-person team all working to make these museums open
and welcoming places where visitors are invited to discover and
debate, and can enrich, renew their perceptions and broaden their
spirits to new horizons.
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